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NEC DISPLAY GIVES INSTRUCTORS, STUDENTS EASY WAYS TO COLLABORATE WITH INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD BUNDLES

Large-Screen E Series Displays with Intel NUC Mini Computers Empower Classrooms

CHICAGO – Sept. 19, 2017 – NEC Display Solutions of America announced today two new bundles for K-12 and higher education customers that combine NEC Display’s E Series large format displays with the power of Intel’s NUC mini computer to make collaboration in the classroom easier than ever.

Featuring NEC E651-T displays with 10-point integrated IR touch, an Intel NUC minicomputer equipped with a 256GB solid-state hard drive, 4GB of RAM, and an Intel Celeron processor running Windows 10 IoT, the bundles offer the flexibility and power to run any compatible collaboration software. The bundles will enable instructors and students to easily present, share and annotate content in an engaging way that maximizes classroom learning.

“At the heart of our market strategy is combining existing technology and using it to make educational content and collaboration more accessible,” said Chris Feldman, NEC Display product manager. “We want to ensure that schools have value driven solutions to enable collaboration in the classroom. Our new interactive whiteboard bundles offer the flexibility to run any compatible software, including our DisplayNote collaboration suite.”
The E651-SMS bundle includes an NEC Display E Series 65” touch display, Intel NUC computer, an Isobar surge protector and a mobile display cart that can easily move as needed with built-in space to store A/V equipment. The E651-MSMS adds a motorized cart option that makes it easy to raise and lower the screen, which is especially useful in early childhood education settings when the display needs to be at children’s eye level. Both bundles include a flexible mount design so they can fit into any classroom environment.

The interactive whiteboard bundles can be used with any Windows 10 IoT-compatible collaboration software, including DisplayNote which is available separately. The E651-SMS is available now for $6,949 and the E651-MSMS is available for $7,449.

For more information, please visit www.necdisplay.com.
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About NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc.
NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc., a leading designer and provider of innovative displays, offers the widest range of products on the market, such as commercial- and professional-grade large-screen LCD displays, desktop LCD monitors, direct view LED displays, a diverse line of multimedia and digital cinema projectors, and integrated display solutions. Benefitting from the technologies of NEC Corporation and its own Research and Development, NEC produces leading-edge visual technology and customer-focused solutions for a wide variety of markets, including education, retail, transportation, broadcast, enterprise, healthcare, houses of worship, and many more. NEC is orchestrating a brighter world with the quality and reliability of its products and outstanding customer service. For additional information about NEC Display Solutions of America products, call (866) NEC-MORE, or visit the website at www.necdisplay.com. Follow us on our social media channels: Facebook, YouTube, Google+, Twitter and LinkedIn.

About NEC Corporation
NEC Corporation is a leader in the integration of IT and network technologies that benefit businesses and people around the world. By providing a combination of products
and solutions that cross utilize the company’s experience and global resources, NEC’s advanced technologies meet the complex and ever-changing needs of its customers. NEC brings more than 100 years of expertise in technological innovation to empower people, businesses and society. For more information, visit NEC at www.nec.com.

The NEC Group globally provides "Solutions for Society" that promote the safety, security, efficiency and equality of society. Under the company's corporate message of "Orchestrating a brighter world," NEC aims to help solve a wide range of challenging issues and to create new social value for the changing world of tomorrow. For more information, please visit http://www.nec.com/en/global/about/solutionsforsociety/message.html.
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